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    Fund                                             Benchmark 

    MGTS IBOSS 1                             IA Mixed Investment 0%-35% Shares 

    MGTS IBOSS 2                             IA Mixed Investment 20%-60% Shares 
    MGTS IBOSS 3 Blend                  50% IA Mixed Investment 20%-60% Shares/50% IA Mixed Investment 40%-85% Shares 

    MGTS IBOSS 4                             IA Mixed Investment 40%-85% Shares 

    MGTS IBOSS 5 Blend                  50% IA Mixed Investment 40%-85% Shares/50% IA Flexible Investment 

    MGTS IBOSS 6                             IA Flexible Investment  
NB. MGTS IBOSS Figures are calculated on a Total Return basis - Total return shows the total return of the instrument with 

all income reinvested, assuming income is taxed at basic rates of income tax. 

 

 

Past Performance is no guarantee of future performance, please refer to our full important information at the back of this document. 
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SUMMARY  
In absolute terms, there were small amounts of negative returns across the range in January. Against the respective benchmarks, there were small levels of relative 

outperformance for the portfolios three through to six and similarly small levels of underperformance for zero, one and two. Whilst the whole range had been up 

several percent at different times during the month, the last week saw gains be largely eradicated. By some distance, the best performing asset was once again Chinese 

equities that returned over 6%, followed by Asian equities more broadly, with returns of around 3%. Three-quarters of the IA sectors lost money in January for several 

different but often connected reasons. Sovereign bonds and the broader fixed income market fell the most due to the reflation trade and the expectation around what 

a Biden/Yellen administration could look like. European equities were the worst-performing of the equity markets. The deteriorating economic data and concerns over 

the EU's ability to organise their vaccine programme effectively led investors to favour other geographies. Within our investments the positive relative contributors 

were Emerging Markets and Asia. The most significant detractors were the aforementioned European equities, UK equities and our sovereign bond exposure. In our 

latest review, we have maintained our high credit quality and short duration approach to fixed income which as an asset class overall is probably facing its most severe 

global macro backdrop for many years.  

Over the longer term, our performance continues to exhibit strong defensive characteristics and top Quartile volatility and downside Risk.  

Start of Data Defensive Characteristics (29.02.2016 - 31.01.2021 Monthly Priced Risk Free Rate 1%) 
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Ratio Definitions 

Alpha - Alpha is a measure of a fund's performance by comparison to its benchmark. It represents the return of the fund when the benchmark is assumed to have a return of zero and 

indicates the extra value a manager's activities have contributed: if the Alpha is 5, the fund has outperformed its benchmark by 5%. A further aspect of Alpha emerges when it is taken 

in conjunction with Beta. If a strong R-Squared correlation exists, the Beta will show how volatile the fund is compared to its benchmark and indicate how much extra risk the manager 

has taken on in order to get that high-Alpha performance. So, Alpha indicates better/worse performance compared with the index, whilst Beta shows higher/lower risk.  

Beta - Beta is the estimate of a fund's volatility by comparison to its benchmark, i.e. how sensitive the fund is to movements in the section of the market that comprises the benchmark. 

A fund with a Beta close to 1 means that the fund will generally move in line with the benchmark. Higher than 1 and the fund is more volatile than the benchmark, so that with a Beta of 

1.5, say, the fund will be expected to rise or fall 1.5 points for every 1 point of benchmark movement. It's important to stress that Beta is just an estimate: however, the stronger the R-

Squared correlation between fund and benchmark, the more reliable this estimate becomes.  

Sharpe Ratio - This is a commonly used measure that calculates the level of a fund’s return over and above the return of a notional risk-free investment, such as cash or government 

bonds. The difference in returns is then divided by the fund’s standard deviation (volatility). The resulting ratio is an indication of the amount of excess return generated per unit of risk. 

In general, it is considered that the higher the Sharpe ratio, the better. 

Information Ratio - So called because it assesses the degree to which a manager uses skill and knowledge to enhance returns, this is a versatile and useful risk-adjusted measure of 

actively managed fund performance. It is calculated by deducting the returns of the fund's benchmark from the fund's overall returns, then dividing the result by its Tracking Error (which 

is a measure of the volatility of those excess returns). In this way, we arrive at the value, per unit of extra risk assumed, that the manager's decisions have added to what the market 

would have delivered anyway. The higher the Information Ratio the better. As ever, the R-squared between the fund and its benchmark must be strong if any discrete reliance is to be 

placed on the Information Ratio.  

Volatility - Standard deviation is a statistical measurement which, when applied to an investment fund, expresses its volatility, or risk. It shows how widely a range of returns varied from 

the fund's average return over a particular period. Low volatility reduces the risk of buying into an investment in the upper range of its deviation cycle, then seeing its value head towards 

the lower extreme. For example, if a fund had an average return of 5%, and its volatility was 15, this would mean that the range of its returns over the period had swung between +20% 

and -10%. Another fund with the same average return and 5% volatility would return between 10% and nothing, but there would at least be no loss. While volatility is specific to a fund's 

particular mix of investments, and comparison to other portfolios is difficult, clearly, for those that offer similar returns, the lower-volatility funds are preferable. There is no point in 

taking on higher risk than necessary in order to achieve the same reward.  

Maximum Drawdown - Represents the worst possible return over a period, e.g. buying at the maximum price over the period and selling at the worst.  

The Downside Capture Ratio - shows the fund’s performance in a down market relative to the benchmark. A Downside Capture Ratio that is less than 100% demonstrates that when the 

market went down the fund caught only a fraction of the losses, and the lower the down capture the better. E.g. If a fund has a Downside Capture Ratio of 85% this tells us that the fund 

captured only 85% of the benchmark’s negative performance during a down market. The ratio is calculated by taking the funds downside capture returns and dividing it by the 

benchmark’s downside capture returns over the same time period. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

 
 

IBOSS Asset Management is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Financial Services Register Number 697866.  

Past Performance is no guarantee of future performance. 'The performance of the IBOSS PMS Portfolios is not a guide to the potential performance of the OEIC Fund 

Range. The value of an investment and the income from it can fall as well as rise and investors may get back less than they invested. Quoted yields are based on the 

12 months distributions by the funds in the portfolios and are not guaranteed. Future distributions may differ and will be subject to market factors. Risk factors should 

be taken into account and understood including (but not limited to) currency movements, market risk, liquidity risk, concentration risk, lack of certainty risk, inflation 

risk, performance risk, local market risk and credit risk. OEIC Investors should ensure that they have read and understood the Non UCITS Retail Scheme Key Investor 

Information Document and Supplementary Information Document, which contain important information. A copy of these documents will be available on the website 

or on request from Margetts Fund Management from launch. This communication is designed for Professional Financial Advisers only and not approved for direct 

marketing with individual clients. It does not purport to be all-inclusive or contain all of the information which a proposed investor may require in order to make a 

decision as to whether to invest in the Fund. Nothing in this document constitutes a recommendation suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances 

or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. It is the responsibility of the Financial Adviser to ensure they are satisfied with the research undertaken by IBOSS 

Asset Management Limited in relation to the investments included within each OEIC fund. Copies of which are available on written request. Data is provided by Financial 

Express (FE). Care has been taken to ensure that the information is correct but FE neither warrants, neither represents nor guarantees the contents of the information, 

nor does it accept any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies, omissions or any inconsistencies herein. Please note FE data should only be given to retail clients if the 

IFA firm has the relevant licence with FE.  

Margetts Fund Management are our Authorised Corporate Director (ACD) 

 

IBOSS Limited (Portfolio Management Service) is a non-regulated organisation and provides model portfolio research and outsourced white labelling administration 

service to support IFA firms, it is owned by the same Group, METNOR Group Holding Limited who own IBOSS Asset Management Limited.  

Registered Office is the same: 2 Sceptre House, Hornbeam Square North, Harrogate, HG2 8PB. Registered in England No: 6427223. 


